
UX Focus: Online dating apps 
 
Objective: The overall objective of this project is, through conscious and empathetic design, 
build a dating app that facilitates genuine compatibility and authentic matchmaking.  
 
Problems Being Solved: 
 

1. A lack of authenticity 
2. Shallow profiles 
3. Communicative awkwardness 
4. The inability to form authentic connections 

 
User Goals Being Made Possible: 
 

1. Efficiently and meaningfully engaging with social connections 
2. Minimizing time spent adjusting to/interacting with apps arbitrarily 
3. Fostering compatibility in an intuitive, engaging way 
4. Fitting dating apps into established lifestyles and routines 

 
Research:  
 
3 User Interviews 
1 Competitor Analysis 
1 Affinity Map 
4 Trends 
1 Persona 
1 Highly Detailed Persona w/ Photo 
1 Problem Statement & Hypothesis 
3 HMW Questions 
1 Storyboard 
1 Feature Dream List 
1 2-by-2 Feature Prioritization Matrix (Highest Impact & Most Expected @ Top of List) 
1 Prioritized Features Reflection 
4 Prioritized Features & Research-Based Rationales 
1 Additional Feature Prioritized Post-Reflection 
 
Findings: The most important features (highest impact and expected by potential users based 
on industry standards) discovered via the research methods outlined in the previous section are: 
 

1. Images Linked to Social Media Profiles 
2. Job & School Information Required with Bio 
3. Built-In App Emojis 
4. Swiping Only within Curated Groups  



 
*The additional feature prioritized is a highlight & save’ feature for captivating information and 
content within user profiles. These highlights could also be used to generate substantial 
messages to matches. The user initiating contact will have final edit privileges, of course.  
 
The research revealed overall user fatigue and surface-level familiarity with all of the main 
competitors on the market. Authentic interaction has been moved aside in favor of instant 
gratification, surface-level matching, and “liking” in some way, shape, or form.  
 
There is a tremendous opportunity here to introduce user-friendly, intuitive measures of 
authenticity that will enable communication and planning while fostering true human 
compatibility. It’s important to note that, whether someone is looking for something casual, 
something for one night, or something serious, the same interface can be leveraged if it prompts 
personalization and honest disclosing of preferences. In other words, Tinder and OKCupid - 
which have been boiled down to GPS locators with one central purpose - could be recreated 
within the same interface, depending on the user. 
 
Target Audience: My target audience resembles my primary user persona, Elizabeth. I want to 
target a “millennial,” educated minority woman since many dating apps seem to require the 
most buy-in from this kind of person. My target audience is busy, professional, conscious of 
goals, and open-minded in her search. 
 
MVP: A dating app with social links, a photo, substantial personality and demographic info, and 
a highlight feature that both notifies matches and generates unique, editable messages on 
which senders have final edit privileges. 
 
Feature Rationales: 
 

1. Social links will reassure users of authenticity and the promise of human contact 
2. Substantial personality and demographic info will only enhance authenticity in 

addition to photos that correlate with an intentional, invested user. 
3. Highlighting will prompt user engagement and reward a genuine evaluation of 

potential compatibility. 
4. An auto-generated message that originates based on highlights ensures an 

organic option to start an interaction if a user feels awkward or socially 
unconventional making the first move. Final edit privileges still make everything 
flexible up until hitting “Send.” Notifying the recipient of such a message will also 
be an option. There is no implied pressure or ‘type’ of interaction outside of what 
a user selects, and organic communication should correlate with mutually desired 
traits/goals. 

Constraints: low attention spans, a general focus on images as opposed to profile content, 
interactive interface complications  

 



 
 


